instruction manual

Please check the product

Remove the product from the packing box and make sure that the product is complete. Please confirm. In the unlikely event that something is missing, excuse me, but please contact us or contact us. Please contact the place of purchase.

About the manual

- Instruction manual (this manual)
  Precautions for use and introduction of initial settings
  Describes the operation method and so on.
- User registration information (included)
  Describes the user registration method. User as soon as possible please register.
- Utilization guide (published on the support page)
  Initial setting method of this product, all hardware and software
  Describes general usage explanations and technical information I will.
  The manual is subject to change for improvement.
  The latest version of the above manual is available on the Internet.
  Yes (In addition to the manual, precautions for use
  Support information such as items is published).

Before using

- Instruction manual (this manual)
- Warranty
- User registration information
- QUADERNO body
- Stylus pen
- USB cable x 1
- Core removal
- Replacement core x 3

For safe use

This manual describes how to use this product safely and correctly.
Contains important information for. Using this product
Please read this manual carefully before proceeding. In particular, *safety
Please read and understand the above notes (→ P. 3).
Please use this product at. In addition, this manual is made in this manual.
Keep it in a safe place so that you can see it at any time while using the product.

License agreement

Software installed or attached to this product
In granting the customer the right to use
It is a condition of use that you agree
"Software use conditions" are stored in this product.
Please follow the steps below.
Press the (Home) button until you feel a click
Then, "Settings"-> "About this device"-> "License agreement"
Tap in order.

About warranty

- Be sure to fill in the required items on the warranty card and read the contents carefully.
  Sai. After that, please keep it in a safe place.
- When requesting repair, be sure to have a warranty card ready.
  * If the product breaks down under normal use within the warranty period, it will be free of charge.
  I will repair it.
- Even within the warranty period, if you do not show the warranty card, or if there is a natural disaster
  In case of failure due to unreasonable use, repair for a fee
  Become. Please note (For details, please see the warranty card.
  Sai).
-Performance parts for repair of this product (essential to maintain the function of the product)
The minimum retention period for required parts) is 5 years after the end of production.

About life-long parts

- This product contains parts with a limited life.Lifetime parts
  As the usage time elapses, wear and deterioration progress, and the operation becomes
  This product may be unstable for a longer period of time as it may become unstable.
In order to use it, it needs to be replaced at a certain period of time.
  Become.
- As a guideline for when to replace parts with a limited life, frequency of use, environment of use, etc.
  It depends on the usage, but it takes about 8 hours a day and 25 days a month.
  It's been about 5 years. This period is just a guide,
  We do not promise that it will not break down within this period.
No. Also, depending on the usage conditions, such as continuous use for a long time,
Parts may need to be replaced earlier than this standard period.
There is.
- Warranty when replacing parts with a limited life due to wear or deterioration
  You will be charged even during the period. In addition, the exchange of parts with a limited life
  Replacement is by repairing each performance part for repair specified by our company.
It will be replaced.
- Power saving so that this product can be used stably for a longer period of time.
  We recommend using the function. Also, if you use it for a certain period of time.
  If not, turn off the power.
-<List of main parts with a limited life>
-Built-in memory

About consumables

- Generally, a battery pack has a life after charging and discharging 300 to 500 times.
  It will be. (It depends on the temperature conditions and usage environment.)
- The replacement core of the stylus pen maintains its performance / function.
Therefore, it needs to be replaced in a timely manner. If you want to replace it, you can purchase new products by yourself regardless of the warranty period. This product is designed for continuous use for 24 hours or more. Not available.
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Notation in this book

Symbols in this book

The symbols in this document have the following meanings:

Su.

How to call the product

In this manual, the product names are abbreviated as follows.

Notation of continuous operations

In the operation procedure in this manual, use "=" to check the continuous operation procedure.

Example: Tap "Settings" and then tap "Authentication Information"

↓

Tap Settings→ Credentials.

About wireless LAN

About 5GHz band channels

Models equipped with IEEE 802.11 a / b / g / n / ac compliant wireless LAN can use the following channels in the 5 GHz frequency band:

- W52: 36 (5.180MHz) / 40 (5.200MHz) / 44 (5.220MHz) / 48 (5.240MHz)
- W53: 52 (5.260MHz) / 56 (5.280MHz) / 60 (5.300MHz) / 64 (5.320MHz)
- W56: 100 (5.500MHz) / 104 (5.520MHz) / 108 (5.540MHz) / 112 (5.560MHz) / 116 (5.580MHz) / 120 (5.600MHz) / 124 (5.620MHz) / 128 (5.640MHz) / 132 (5.660MHz) / 136 (5.680MHz) / 140 (5.700MHz)

When using the 5GHz band, the above channels can be used. Communication is possible only with line LAN products. The 5GHz band cannot be used for ad hoc communication. When using the 80MHz, 80MHz bandwidth mode, the above channel is used by bonding flannel.

About radio frequency

In the frequency band used by this device, industries such as microwave ovens, science, transfers used in factory production lines as well as medical equipment, on-site radio stations (license-required radio stations) and identification for moving object identification, low power radio stations (radio stations that do not require a license) and amateurs in operation.

1. Before using this device, nearby premises radio for mobile identification, low power radio stations and amateur radio stations make sure it is not used.
2. In the unlikely event that this device is used for a premises radio station for identifying mobile objects, please contact us. If a case of harmful radio wave interference occurs, it will be used promptly. After changing the wave number or stopping the emission of radio waves, please contact us. Please contact the contact point or the place of purchase to contact the interference.

Measures to avoid (for example, do not install a partition)

This terminal uses the 2.4 GHz band.

2.4: Represents radio equipment that uses the 2.4 GHz band.

FH / IX / DS / OF: Modulation method is FH-SS, other methods, DS-SS, OFDM indicates that it is OFDM.

4: Indicates that the expected interference distance is 40 m or less.
8: Indicates that the expected interference distance is 80 m or less.

Avoidable

This product is a Japanese domestic specification, overseas maintenance service and support is not provided by us.

This product is designed for domestic use. Overseas customers are responsible for their use.

I hope.

This product is a specified currency based on the "Foreign Exchange and Foreign Trade Law" that includes things. Therefore, when exporting this product, you may need permission under the law.

About the use of this product for high safety applications

This product is for general office work, personal use, home use, and ordinary industry. It is intended for general use such as for high safety.

Life contact: Refers to applications that pose a serious risk to the body.

- Nuclear reactor control, aircraft automatic flight control, navigation in nuclear facilities
- Air traffic control, operation control in mass transportation system, life protection
- Missile launch in medical equipment and weapons systems for possession

About data backup

Data recorded on this product (basic software, applications) for maintenance of software, you can back it up by yourself. Take necessary measures such as uploading. Also, dependent repair
Even if asked, there is no guarantee of data integrity. So, take necessary measures such as backup by yourself in advance.

Please go. However, we take all responsibility for damages and data preservation / restoration. Please note that we cannot take responsibility (important data is always available). It is recommended to have a backup.

Precautions when using:
It describes what should not be done. Please be sure to read it. Describes things related to the operation. Please read if necessary.

Product name
Notation in this book
QUADERNO A4 (Gen. 2)
QUADERNO
Or
Quaderno
This product
QUADERNO A5 (Gen. 2)
Quaderno stylus pen
Siyra
Spen
pen

important

POINT
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About warning display
This manual uses various pictograms. This is for you and others to use this product safely and correctly. Prevent harm and damage that could be done to people in Japan. It is a mark to stop. The display and meaning are as follows:
It has become like. Please read after understanding the contents well. Please.
Also, to show what the harm or damage is like. In addition to the above pictorial display, the following symbols are used.

Safety precautions
Important information for using this product safely and correctly. The information is listed. Before using this product, be sure to read it and handle it correctly, safely and carefully. Please give me. Also, when using this product, use the manual. Please read Al carefully and use it correctly.

Installation

In use

Danger
Ignore this indication and mishandle. Then, the person may die or be seriously injured. The degree of urgency. It shows that it is high.

Caveat
Ignore this indication and mishandle. Then, the person may die or be seriously injured. Indicates that you may be liable for. Note
Ignore this indication and mishandle. Then, a person may be injured. And there is a possibility of property damage. It shows that.
The symbols indicated by △ are contents that call for warnings and cautions. It tells that. Inside the symbol and its. The specific warning content is shown on the side. The symbol indicated by an act that should not be done (prohibited). It is an act. In the sign. And next to it, the specific prohibited contents are shown. I will.
The symbols indicated by ● must be followed. It tells us that there is. Inside or beside the symbol. Shows specific instructions. The battery pack of this product is a lithium-ion battery. So, the battery pack is fully charged at the time of purchase. It is not. Please use after charging.

Caveat

Keep the bags used for packaging within the reach of children. Please do not place. If you put it in your mouth or put it on your head, it may cause suffocation. Will be.

Equipment that outputs a square wave (UPS (uninterruptible power supply) Do not connect to (such as AC power supply for vehicles). It may cause a fire.

Danger

Do not put it in a fire and heat it. It may cause smoke, fire or explosion.
Do not charge or leave it near a fire or under the scorching sun.
Please give me.
It may cause a malfunction or fire.

Do not place metal such as acres.
It may cause a malfunction, electric shock, or fire.

**caveat**
Do not charge other than the specified charging method.
Sai.
It may cause a malfunction, electric shock, or fire.

If you drop it or damage the cover, turn off the power.
Please cut it.
If you use it as it is, it may cause electric shock or fire.
Sai. After turning off the power, contact the inquiry desk or the place of purchase.
Please contact.

Hanging on this product or the table on which this product is installed.
Do not get on or lean on.
This product may fall or fall, causing injury or malfunction.
I will be especially careful if your child is nearby.

There is a risk of getting wet in bathrooms, shower rooms, etc.
Do not use or place it in place.
It may cause electric shock or fire.

Liquids such as water get inside the product, resulting in electric shock or fire.

Liquids such as vases and cups on and around this product.
Please do not put anything in it.
Liquids will cause.

When using, brighten the room and use.
Please give me.
Depending on the constitution and physical condition of the user, strong light.
Temporary muscles due to irritation or repeated blinking.
May cause symptoms such as convulsions and loss of consciousness.
Please note that.
If you have had any of these symptoms in the past, please do so in advance.
Please consult your doctor. Like this while using this product.
If you develop any symptoms, stop using this product immediately.
Please consult a doctor.

Do not use while driving or walking.
While driving or walking a car, motorcycle, bicycle, etc.
Never do detailed work or look at the display screen.
Please stop. It may cause a traffic accident.

Do not use in dangerous places where you cannot hear surrounding sounds.
Please.
Railroad crossings, station platforms, roads for cars, factory sites.
However, do not use it in a dangerous place where you cannot hear the surrounding sounds.
Sai.

**Four**
**Maintenance**

**Discard**
Do not allow water or foreign matter to get inside.
Water or foreign matter may cause a fire or electric shock.
Ten thousand
If water or foreign matter gets inside, it is connected to this product.
Remove the item and consult with the inquiry window or the place of purchase.
Please give me.

Do not insert foreign matter inside from the terminals.
It may cause fire or electric shock.

Do not keep looking at the screen for a long time.
Your eyesight may be impaired. Keep looking at the screen.
If you feel any discomfort or pain in a part of your body, immediately use this product.
Please stop using it and take a rest. Discomfort even if you take a rest.
If you can't get rid of the pain or pain, see a doctor.

Do not use it for too long.
Arms and wrists hurt after long-term continuous use.
May occur. Discomfort in parts of the body during use.
If you feel any pain or pain, immediately stop using this product and take a rest.
Please consult your doctor. If I can't get rid of discomfort or pain even if I take a rest.
If so, please consult a doctor.

For parts such as stylus pen core / core removal and packaging.
Keep the bags you are using out of the reach of children.
Please come.
If swallowed by mistake, it may cause suffocation. Should swallow.
If so, consult your doctor immediately.

**Note**
Under certain circumstances, do not use the wireless function.
Please give me.
This product has a built-in wireless function.
Please pay attention to the following points when using the product and a failure occurs.
In that case, do not use the wireless function of this product.
Please give me. Also, in case of emergency, the power supply of this product is immediately available.
Please turn off.

・ Do not use in medical institutions such as hospitals or near medical equipment.
Radio waves affect and cause accidents due to malfunction of medical equipment.
It may be a cause.

・ Do not use the wireless function on board the aircraft. Radio waves
It may affect and cause an accident due to malfunction.
I will. About using the wireless function in an aircraft

Please check the terms of use with your airline.

・ When radio interference occurs in other devices while using this product
If so, stop using it immediately. Radio waves affect and make mistakes
It may cause an accident due to operation.

Use this product for oily smoke and steam near countertops and humidifiers. Used in places with a lot of dust or dust
Do not put it on.
It may cause electric shock or fire.

・ Do not use the wireless function in an aircraft. Radio waves
It may affect and cause an accident due to malfunction.

I will. About using the wireless function in an aircraft
Please check the terms of use with your airline.

・ When radio interference occurs in other devices while using this product
If so, stop using it immediately. Radio waves affect and make mistakes
It may cause an accident due to operation.

Use this product for oily smoke and steam near countertops and humidifiers. Used in places with a lot of dust or dust
Do not put it on.
It may cause electric shock or fire.

・ Do not use the wireless function on board the aircraft. Radio waves
It may affect and cause an accident due to malfunction.

Please check the terms of use with your airline.

・ When radio interference occurs in other devices while using this product
If so, stop using it immediately. Radio waves affect and make mistakes
It may cause an accident due to operation.

Use this product for oily smoke and steam near countertops and humidifiers. Used in places with a lot of dust or dust
Do not put it on.
It may cause electric shock or fire.

●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●

Do not use this product covered with a futon, etc.

The heat may cause the product to deform or cause a fire.
May occur.
If you feel sick during use, discontinue use
Please give me.
Do not place heavy objects on this product.
It may break or cause injury.

This product can be applied from a mounting site such as a cardiac pacemaker. Keep at least 22 cm apart.
Radio waves affect the operation of pacemakers, etc.

There is it.

This product is for domestic use only.
Since there are restrictions on the use of radio waves overseas depending on the country, this product
If you use the item, you may be punished.

Danger
Do not repair or modify by yourself. Ma
Also, disassemble unless instructed in the manual etc.
please do not.
It may cause injury, electric shock or fire. Needs repairs and inspections
If necessary, please contact the inquiry window or the place of purchase.

Please give me.

Caveat
Lithium-ion electric power installed inside this product
Do not touch the pond.
Mishandling may affect the human body
I will. Do not replace the lithium-ion battery yourself, ask a question
Please contact the contact point or the place of purchase.

Liquid such as water and foreign substances such as metal pieces inside this product
If, turn off the power of this product immediately.
Sai.
Continued use may cause electric shock or fire. That
After that, please contact the inquiry window or the place of purchase.

Cleaning spray (containing flammable substances) when cleaning
Please do not use.
It may cause a malfunction or fire.

Note
For disposal of this product, follow the instructions in the manual.
please.
This product is based on the "Waste Disposal and Public Cleansing Law"
Be regulated. This product uses a lithium battery
I will. Batteries will burn when thrown into a fire with ordinary garbage
It may explode. Disposal of used batteries
It is, "When dispose and recycle" (→ P.8 follow the instructions of)
please.

Five
Precautions for use
When using this product, "Safety Precautions" (→
See also P.3).
Handling precautions
About the display of the certification mark
This product is a mark based on the VCCI Self-Regulatory Measures Operation Regulations.
And marks and certification numbers based on the Radio Law and the Telecommunications Business Law
The issue is displayed electronically on the screen.
Display these marks and certification numbers according to the procedure below.
Please give me. Until you feel a "click"
(home)
Press the button and tap "Settings" → "Credentials"
Please give me.
About outdoor use of 5GHz band wireless LAN equipment
Outdoor use of 5GHz band wireless LAN equipment is prohibited by law
is. This content can also be confirmed on the screen of this product.
I can do it. Until you feel a "click" (home)
Press the button and tap "Settings" → "Credentials"
Please give me.

■ About touch panel
● For touch panel materials to achieve thinness and light weight
I'm using a rustic film. For this reason,
You may see something like distortion when exposed to light
However, this is not a malfunction.
● Do not press the touch panel strongly. Screen screen
It may cause a malfunction or malfunction.
● When used in a cold place, the image looks like a tail.
It may occur, but it is not abnormal.
● Stickers and sheets on the touch panel (commercially available protective fixtures)
If you put a rum or a peep prevention sheet, etc., you can touch it.
The flannel may not work properly.

■ About the stylus pen
● Be sure to use the attached pen to operate the touch panel of this product.
Please use. Also, for other purposes, it is attached
Do not use the pen.
● Apply excessive force to the pen tip and pen buttons / switches
Please do not.
It may cause malfunction, malfunction, or wear of the pen tip.
● Do not bend the pen or hold the pen tip pressed against it.
Please.
It may cause malfunction or failure.
● Do not use a damaged pen.

■ Handling of touch panel and pen
You can operate with the pen with your hand on the screen
to come. Therefore, you can leave the pen on the screen or the pen is close.
The touch panel operation with your finger will be disabled.
So.

■ About carrying
● When lifting or moving the product body
Grasp it with both hands and do not drop it.
● When carrying the product body, hit or drop it
please do not.
Put it in a bag to protect it from shocks and vibrations.
● The key to putting this product in a bag or bag
The corners of any protrusions or hard objects do not hit the body directly
Please be careful.
When a strong force is applied to the screen display, the display element inside this product
May be broken and display may be defective.

■ Handling of this product
● Do not throw this product or use it in an unstable posture.
Please.
Dropping it may cause injury or malfunction.
● Be careful not to get it wet. This product is waterproof
It is not a specification. Pay particular attention to the following cases.
  • Use in rainy, snowy, or humid places
  • Use in sweaty situations
Touching it with wet hands may cause it to get wet.
● Do not use in places where condensation may occur.
Condensation is a phenomenon in which moisture in the air becomes water droplets. This product
From a place with a low temperature to a place with a high temperature, or a place with a high temperature
If you move from a place to a place with a low temperature, the inside of the device of this product
Condensation may form on the part. Condensation has occurred
Using this product may cause a malfunction.
When the device of this product is moved, it will be about the same as room temperature.
Please wait for it to turn on.

■ About temperature rise
When the product is being charged or used for a long time, the temperature of the main unit becomes warm.
The degree may increase, but this is not a malfunction.

■ About the installation location
● Do not place in a hot place.
  • High temperature of this product, such as near a fire or in direct sunlight.
Do not use, store or leave in the following places. Built-in
Battery burns or liquid leaks, resulting in injury or injury
Which may be the cause.
  • A place exposed to direct sunlight for a long time or near a heater
Very hot (60 °C or higher) or humid
Please avoid using or leaving it in the place. Especially close the windows
Direct sunlight while leaving it in a car that has been cut off
The lens effect of the window glass further promotes overheating.
This may cause a malfunction such as deformation of this product.
Please be careful as it may cause a problem.
● Do not install in places with a lot of oily smoke, steam, humidity, and dust.
Please come.
● Near magnetic objects such as magnets and speakers
Please do not install.
● Do not install in a place that exceeds the range of the following temperature and humidity conditions.
Please come.
  • Operating: Temperature 5 to 35 °C / Humidity 20 to 80% RH
  • Non-operating: Temperature -10 to 60 °C / Humidity 20 to 80% RH
However, there should be no condensation during operation or non-operation.

- USB cable
  - Be sure to use the attached USB cable.
  
  For use other than the attached USB cable, performance and performance and safety cannot be guaranteed.

- About Wi-Fi function
  
  The Wi-Fi of this product is used for document transfer with a PC.
  Will be. Displaying a home page on the Internet
  You can not.

- About NFC usage environment
  
  If the material of the desk etc. on which this product is placed is metal, a FeliCa card or other similar device may not function properly.
  If it doesn't work, the desk etc. should be used a few centimeters away from such metals.

- About QUADERNO PC App
  
  Please connect your computer to the Internet.

- About charging
  
  - Charging time varies depending on the battery usage status.
  - Even if the battery is fully charged, the usable time is half the normal time.

  When it reaches the limit, it seems that the battery has deteriorated.
  Will be. Contact the inquiry window or the place of purchase
  
  Please talk.
  - Do not touch this product while charging for a long time.
  
  If you leave your skin in contact for a long time, you will get a low temperature burn.
  It will be the cause. Also, even from the top of your clothes, you can touch it for a long time.

  If left unchecked, it may cause low-temperature burns.

- About supported file formats
  
  This product can display data in the following file formats.
  However, depending on the file size and data format, it may be displayed.
  May not be possible. File format expansion in parentheses
  This is Hariko.

- PDF (.pdf)
  
  It conforms to the PDF 1.7 specifications.
  PDF with Adobe extension level 1-8 extensions
  Does not support.

  **Precautions when there is a risk of lightning strike**

  If there is a possibility of a lightning strike, the USB connected to the computer
  We recommend that you unplug the cables. Also, thunder
  If it starts to ring, do not touch the main unit or the USB cable.

  1. For safety, we recommend installing a lightning arrester.
  2. There are two types of lightning strikes, direct lightning and guided lightning, but because of the main body
  Obstacles are mainly caused by induced lightning. Powerful to the surroundings due to lightning
  It occurs when an electromagnetic field is created and invades from electric wires or telephone lines.
  It is guided lightning. In the case of this product, invitation from the USB cable
  It is necessary to take measures such as pulling out.
  
  Direct lightning can protect the object by guiding the lightning with a lightning rod.
  However, I received a very large lightning that exceeded the tolerance of the arrester.
  In some cases, it may not be possible to protect this product even with a lightning arrester.

  There is.
  Failure of the product itself due to a lightning strike will be repaired for a fee even within the warranty period.
  However, repair costs can be high depending on the failure situation
  Please note that it may happen.

- Name of each part

  **Quaderno**
  
  1. Strap hole
  2. RESET button
  3. USB2.0 Type-C connector
  4. Power button
  5. Charging lamp
  6. NFC / FeliCa port
  7. Home button
  8. Touch panel

  **Stylus pen**
  
  1. Pen tip (core)
  2. Side button (default setting: eraser) [Note]
  3. Clips
  4. Strap holes
  5. Tail switch (default setting: eraser) [Note]

  Note The button / switch function is an eraser on the quaderno body.
  (Initial setting), can be set to functions such as highlighter to come. For details, see the "Utilization Guide" (on the support page).
  
  Please check (public).
Charging method
Quaderno connects to a computer and charges it.
1 Turn on the computer.
2 Attach the attached USB cable to Quaderno's USB 2.0 Type-C connector and USB connector for PC Connect to.
POINT
► The charging lamp lights red during charging.
important
► Charge at the recommended temperature (5 ° C to 35 ° C). Book
If the product is outside the recommended temperature range, from this product Remove the USB cable and return it to the recommended temperature range Then connect the USB cable again and charge it.
Please give me.

Initial setting
According to the screen that appears, the first time for Quaderno and PC Please set the period.
When setting, connect your computer to the Internet Please go.
important
► The target OS of the dedicated application "QUADER NO PC App" is a
Please check the pre-download site.
https://www.fmworld.net/digital-paper/support/download/
1 Press the power button to turn on the quadrno Su.
2 Follow the instructions on the Quaderno screen to set up To do.
In the setup, set the language settings, pen, etc.
To do.
3 Turn on your computer and connect to the Internet To do.
4 App the dedicated app "QUADER NO PC App" Download site (https://www.fmworld.net/digital-paper/Download from support/ download /)
And install it on your computer.
To transfer documents (PDF) QUADERNO PC App is required.
5 "QUADER NO PC" installed on your computer Launch "App".
6 Quaderno's USB2.0 Type-C Connector and Paso Attached USB cable to the USB connector of the computer Connect.
7 Follow the instructions on the "QUADERNO PC App" screen. Connection settings between Quaderno and PC (Pairin) G).
After pairing, do not transfer documents to your computer You will be able to do it.
A security warning screen is displayed during pairing When prompted, click "Yes" to insert the certificate Please stall.

Smartphone cooperation
"QUADERNO Mobile App" on your smartphone When you install, Quaderno and the document transfer You can send it.
"QUADERNO Mobile App" is Google for Android™ version Play tm , iOS version can be downloaded for free on the App Store ® to come. For details, see "Utilization Guide" (public on the support page) Please see (open).

Specifications
Quaderno
Note: Using the "power off USB charging function" of our personal computers and tablets
Estimated charging time during use For the target model, please refer to our home page (https://)
Please visit www.fmworld.net).
For the setting method, refer to the instruction manual of the personal computer.
Product name
QUADERNO A4
(Gen. 2)
QUADERNO A5
(Gen. 2)
Model name
FMVDP41
FMVDP51
display
13.3 type
10.3 type
Flexible electronic paper
resolution
1650 x 2200
Dot
1404 x 1872
Dot
tone
16 gradation gray scale
Touch panel
Capacitive finger input compatible
Touch panel /
Compatible with electromagnetic induction digitizers
Tyus pen
Memory capacity / usage
Available area
32 GB / approx. 22 GB or more
interface
USB2.0 Type-C connector
Rechargeable battery
Built-in lithium-ion rechargeable battery
charging time
Approximately 7 hours (USB charging)
Approximately 2.5 hours (power off USB charger
When using NoHag)
Operation and charging
Recommended temperature
5 ℃ ~ 35 ℃
External shape
Size
width
About 222.8mm
Approximately 173.2mm
height
About 301.1mm
Approximately 242.5mm
depth
About 5.7mm
Approximately 5.9mm
mass
About 368g
About 261g

■ Stylus pen
When disposing / recycling
When disposing of this product, it will be treated as general waste.
So, instead of disassembling by yourself, for disposal of local governments
Follow the relevant ordinance or regulation.
In addition, in local governments, "recycling of small household appliances" is actually
It may have been applied. Quaderno, Stylus
For USB cables, "Recycle small home appliances"
Thank you for your cooperation in collecting the items.
● Small household appliances recycling collection portal site
http://kogatakanen.env.go.jp/
Contact
Note Please be careful not to make a mistake.
Note After dialing at each window, follow the voice guidance and operate the buttons.
Please do. Depending on the content of the customer's consultation, go to each window
I'll guide you.
Note: Due to system maintenance, we accept even during reception hours.
May be suspended.
Trademarks and copyright
Quaderno's Japanese conversion is from OMRON Software Co., Ltd.
I'm using iWim.
iWim © OMRON SOFTWARE Co., Ltd. 2008-2021 All Rights Reserved.
Android is a trademark or registered trademark of Google LLC.
maxOS is a quotient of Apple Inc., registered in the US and other countries.
It is a mark. The App Store is a service mark of Apple Inc.
This product includes software developed by the
OpenSSL Project for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit.
For more information about OpenSSL License, it is included in this product.
Please see the "License Agreement".
Foxit PDF SDK Copyright © 2021, Foxit Corporation
www.foxitsoftware.com. All rights reserved.
This software based in part of the work of the FreeType
Team. (www.freetype.org)
This software is based in part on the work of the
Independent JPEG Group.
N:Mark is from NFC Forum, Inc. in the United States and other countries.
It is a trademark or a registered trademark.
Quaderno stylus pen
Model name
FMVSP2
External dimensions
Approximately 138.35 mm (length) x approximately ø8 mm (width)
Mass
About 7.2g

This way
I wonder if it is out of order
When you think:
Reception desk for breakdowns and repairs
Free toll: 0120-906-220
Reception hours: 9:00-19:00
From mobile phones, IP phones, overseas, etc.
Use (call charges paid by the customer):
045-514-2260
Reception hours: 9:00-17:00
(Excluding system maintenance days)
Technical quality
Q. consultation
Questions about Fujitsu Personal Products
Matching window
Free toll: 0120-956-222
Reception hours: 9:00-19:00
From mobile phones, IP phones, overseas, etc.
Use (call charges paid by the customer):
045-514-2255
Reception hours: 9:00-17:00
(Excluding system maintenance days)
* User registration is required to use this service.
* Usage charges and precautions for inquiries
For matters, see "User registration."
Please see "Information."
* Call from a professional technician after reception
It will be back.
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